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GAMMON

GROUNDING/BONDING CABLE
WE NOW OFFER SUPER DUTY CABLE IN 1/8” CLEAR AND 3/16” HIGH VISIBILITY

CABLE THAT LASTS THREE TIMES LONGER THAN REGULAR CABLE

STANDARD CABLE
High quality 7x7 galvanized steel cable 3/32” diameter coated to either 1/8” or 3/16” diameter. Available 
in clear or yellow. Shipped on strong, easy to handle steel or wood spools. The tough vinyl coating also 
allows great flexibility. Highly conductive.

   CLEAR 1/8”  CLEAR 3/16”  PVC YELLOW 5/32”
Cut lengths by foot GTP-1093-1  GTP-1299-1
1,000’ reel  GTP-1093  GTP-1299  GTP-8557-1

SAFETY-ORANGE HIGH VISIBILITY CABLE
In addition to our standard clear cable, we now offer this high visibility safety-orange cable. This special coating is 
formulated with a high-tech neon dye which remains visible even in low light. The tough vinyl coating gives long life. 
This cable is made with our standard 7x7 galvanized steel wire construction, 3/32” coated to 1/8” or 3/16”. Due to 
our high volume we can offer this cable at a price only slightly higher than our standard clear cable.

    1/8”    3/16”
Cut lengths by foot  GTP-1093HVO-1   GTP-1299HVO-1
1,000’ reel   GTP-1093HVO   GTP-1299HVO

KINK RESISTANT BRIGHT YELLOW CABLE
You can reduce your problems with kinks and tangles by using this special cable. Resistance to kinking is 
accomplished by making the cable of specially wound stainless steel instead of galvanized steel. We offer two 
versions. First, our premium GTP-2869 cable with its oversized 5/32” specially compounded DuPont Hytrel® 
polyester coating is even tougher than our standard vinyl and the coating adds to the kink resistance of the cable. 
Resistance to wear and cutting is amazing. For a more affordable cable, we offer cable with 1/8” yellow vinyl 
coating. This lower-priced cable has the same kink resistant stainless steel cable inside.

NOTE: Hytrel cable has a higher electrical resistance. If you want to meet Mil Spec on connectivity, we recommend 
GTP-1299 HVO cable (galvanized steel). Flashlight type testers cannot be used to test stainless cable. A meter 
(V.O.M. should be used when testing this cable.

    HYTREL® 5/32”    VINYL 1/8”
Cut lengths by foot  GTP-2869-1    GTP-2869V-1
1,000’ reel   GTP-2869    GTP-2869V

NOTE: We do NOT offer nylon coatings because we have found that vinyl and Hytrel last longer. The low temperature range for the 
Hytrel® is -40°F, for the other cable is it -20°F.

Hytrel® is a licensed trademark of the DuPont Corporation.
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